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What could you expect

• A two part presentation
• how the Library emerged on the campus and began to influence it –

Martin Svoboda
• how a public building interferes with its context in urban space –

Pavla Melková

• As to my part:
• neither a well substantiated formal lecture,
• nor a serious case study,
• rather a very personal account of almost 20 years on duty
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How it all began
• 1923 – grounds for Czech Technical

University

• Development 1923 – 1933, 1963 – 1983

• Schools of Chemical, Civil, Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineering and Architecture

• Until 2000 no library building
• As an alumnus of CTU and a fan of Oxford 

colleges or American universities, where 
the library is a real heart of the campus, I 
longed for having one in Dejvice too. 
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Competition Brief
required the library to be
• open, friendly, 

affable, inviting
• transparent, 

permeable, easy to 
understand, flexible

• moderatei in use of 
hi-tech and

• to be a low energy 
and low operating 
costs house
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The Library
• And the winning proposal of the architectural competition perfectly fulfilled the wishes

and above that exactly hit the trend – already in 2000 – that we see flourishing 
nowadays: more co-operation, co-working, group studying, socialising the studies ….
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Difficult beginnings
• Refusal: „foreign ministerial body on 

academic grounds“

• Planned integration failed – each
university librarian had its own kingdom

• 2010 KRE conference – start of
contemplating the integration anew



Step-wise change
• Library as a catalyst of that all: the largest public building in Prague, covered crossroads, 

pub, Art gallery, interesting lectures, movie hall, public library – and study spaces for
hard working individuals, groups – and CrossCampus team race, electrocars
competition, fashion show, etc., etc.
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• 2013 – University of Chemistry and Technology
• 2015 – Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry

Integration of libraries

Partners:
Charles University, Czech Technical University, Institute of
Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry, NTK, Prague 6, 
University of Chemistry and Technology

Memorandum of Common Interest



Memorandum of Common Interest
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Memorandum of Common Interest
• NTK becomes the centre of the Kampus Dejvice life
• Three roles in co-operation of partners: 

1. Professional (conferences, workshops, internships…), 
2. Social (sport, concerts, exhibitions, lectures, NTKino…), 
3. Urbanistic - cultivating the appearance of campus public space
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What next?
• So far, it's based more on a volunteer work; after it turned out to be well-

working, we are looking for a legal form, co-financing rules ...



Thank you for your attention

Questions, please, after the second part 

martin.svoboda@techlib.cz
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Sir Tim Berners-Lee

for Nobel prize !
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